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Comarques, Monday, June 2nd.
To-day at 4.30 I finished my book about women. I haven't
yet come to any conclusion as to its value. I now have 3 plays
to write in the next nine months, all commissioned; and
fortunately I have nothing else.
Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, June qth.
Tom Bodkin from Dublin came to see me yesterday, and we
talked pictures.
Yacht Club, London, Thursday, June 5th.
Dined at Osbert SitwelTs. Good dinner. Fish before soup.
Present, W. H. Davies, Lytton Strachey, Woolf, Nichols, S.
Sassoon, Aldous Huxley, Atkin (a very young caricaturist),
W. J. Turner, and Herbert Read (a very young poet). The
faces of Woolf, Atkin, and Read, were particularly charming in
their ingenuousness. Davies I liked. He had walked all the
way from Tottenham Court Road to Swan Walk. A house
with much better pictures and bric-a-brac than furniture. In
fact there was scarcely any what I call furniture. But lots of
very modern pictures, of which I liked a number. Bright walls
and bright cloths and bright glass everywhere. A fine Rowland-
son drawing. Osbert is young. He is already a very good host.
I enjoyed this evening, though I knew I should have indigestion
after the creamy sweet, and I have got it.
I dined with Garvin to-night at the Cafe" Royal. Knoblock
also there. Garvin said: "I said to LI. George, 'The igth
century was the transfer of the vote. The 2Oth century will
be the transfer of profit.' He was rather struck by that. I'd
given him something portable."
A. told the greatest theatrical story I ever heard. He said
that X., talking about why he had refused to play in a certain
play, said to him: " You may think I'm conceited, but I felt
the public would never understand a girl preferring anybody
else to me." A. assured us that X. had actually said this, in
all seriousness.
Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, June i&th.
Basil Dean and Alec Rea came to tea here, and I was very
pleased with them and their general attitude.   They proposed.
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